Happy Families are All Alike…
A Short List on Representing and Defining “Family”
In the spirit of Tolstoy, and as we pass a year of often being separated from, reflecting on, longing
for, or reconsidering family, we offer the present short list. The works gathered here range across
“families” of all kinds, assisting us in thinking about the meaning of this sometimes slippery and
always powerful concept that shapes who we are.
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America's best-known female journalist memorializes the activist literature of the Cary sisters
1. [Abolition] [Women's Suffrage] Ames, Mary Clemmer.
A Memorial of Alice and Phoebe Cary. With Some of Their Later Poems.
New York: Hurd & Houghton, 1873. First edition. Original publisher's cloth
binding embossed in gilt, black, and blind (BAL terra cotta P. cloth). Blue coated
endpapers. Complete with frontis and inserted plate. A bit of shelfwear to
corners. Bookplate of Bacon to front pastedown; small binder's ticket of
Riverside Press to rear pastedown. Light scattered foxing to endpapers, else an
internally clean and unmarked. A just about Fine copy of this activist biography.
Setting aside digital copies, it is surprisingly scarce institutionally, with OCLC
reporting only 6 hardcopies of the first edition.
Prolific poets who began publishing at a young age, the Cary sisters used their
literature to promote the causes of abolition and women's rights. Alice, the first
president of the first woman's club in America, was perhaps the most public in
her activism; although Phoebe too was invested in these missions, serving as an
assistant editor to Susan B. Anthony's suffrage newspaper The Revolution.
Ohio-born, the sisters moved to New York in 1851, leaving behind the
responsibilities of running their father's household and caring for their younger
siblings. "Neither woman ever married, and they developed a symbiotic relationship. Alice was responsible for
providing an income for the household" while Phoebe managed their home and assisted in running their Sunday
salons, which were frequented by Horace Greeley and William Lloyd Garrison (ADNB). Critics have noted
that the most interesting personae of the Cary sisters' poetry are the women. "A recurring figure is that of the
unmarried but pregnant woman...Consistently they urge understanding, offering poverty as both an explanation
and excuse that stands quietly on the woman's side. A second figure is the strong woman, who although she
looks happily upon marriages retains her own identity" (Faust). Indeed, they depict a wide range of female
experience; in Phoebe's poem A Woman's Conclusions, the female narrator looks back on an unmarried life
without children, concluding "I am what I am, and my life for me is best." Their lives closely entwined, so too
were the sisters' deaths: they passed within months of each other, in 1871, leaving behind a devasted network
of friends and family. The present biography was composed by Mary Clemmer Ames, a fellow writer and one
of the highest paid women journalists of the age, who resided with the sisters in New York while estranged
from her husband. BAL 2850. American Women Writers 99. Near Fine.
(3858) $1,450
A second generation Bluestocking's work, celebrated and released to the public
posthumously by her historian niece
2. Aikin, Lucy.
The Works of Anna Laetitia Barbauld with a Memoir (in 2 vols).
London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green, 1825. First
edition. Contemporary half calf over marbled boards with morocco labels to
spines. All edges speckled red. Armorial bookplates of Vane Londonderry
to front pastedowns. Internally with some mild offsetting from frontis, else
fresh and surprisingly without the foxing common to the period. Collating
lxxii, 344; vi, 470, [2, adverts]: complete, including half and full titles to both,
frontis to Volume I, and adverts to rear of Volume II. A lovely set difficult
to find in a collectible contemporary binding.

An influential teacher, essayist, and women's activist, Barbauld was one of the later generation members of the
Bluestocking Circle which had included Maria Edgeworth and Hannah More. The daughter of Presbyterian
dissenters, she was trained early on in classical and modern languages, history, and literature; this access to
education shaped her work as she pushed for the expansion of women's education. The present title was a
celebration of her life and writing, edited and brought to the public by her niece, Lucy Aikin, herself a successful
biographer and historian who focused on women. Following her aunt's death, Aikin dedicated herself to
ensuring Barbauld's legacy was recorded and proclaimed, and she released a number of Barbauld's unpublished
or incomplete works to the public. "Anna Laetitia Barbauld is a name long dear to the admirers of genius and
the lovers of virtue...To claim for this distinguished woman the praise of purity and the elevation of mind may
well appear superfluous. Her education and connections, the course of her life, the whole tenour of her writings
bear abundant testimony to this part of her character. It is a higher, or at least rarer, commendation to add that
no one ever better loved "a sister's praise"...She was acquainted with almost all the principal female writers of
her time; and there was not one of the number whom she failed frequently to mention in terms of admiration,
esteem, or affection." For Aikin, someone picking up the mantle of female empowerment, Barbauld offers a
standard around which to rally. Narrating this woman's education by women, her close-knit female community,
her commitment to expanding women's education, and her promotion of rather than rivalry with other female
writers, Aikin nearly canonizes her relative. In the process, she urges the next generation to follow and improve
upon Barbauld's example by taking her lessons to heart. (3982)
$1,200

A much darker tale about family and rebellion than Disney wanted to share…
3.
Collodi, C.
The Story of a Puppet, or The Adventures of Pinocchio.
New York: Cassell Publishing Co., 1892. First American edition. Published
simultaneously with the British Unwin edition, using the same sheets, but with a
canceled title page. Part of the Children's Library Series. Original blue floral-decorated
white cloth, recased with a slight loss to the cloth at the base of the spine; internally in
excellent condition. Presenting Near Fine overall. Only one other copy of this Cassell
imprint is currently available (the VG+ Bradley Martin copy for $9500) and only one
appears in the recent auction record, Christies 2005; the American issue is decidedly
scarce.
Originally appearing in an Italian children's magazine in 1881, La Storia di un Burattino
was more than an amusing, yet dark, tale for Italian children. Written by the political
activist, Carlo Collodi, the story of Pinocchio was meant to aide in the reunification of
Italy after the Napoleonic Wars had splintered the Italian states and devastated any
sense of national identity. With the struggle to rebuild the Italian nation at hand, Collodi,
worked to translate and create educational children’s literature to create a vision of
unification for the people. His story of Pinocchio was quite unlike the sanitized Disney
version that most children grew up watching. The original story depicts an unsympathetic "rogue" in the
carpenter, Geppetto, who defied his father's wishes, eschewed education, and fell easily into temptation by the
fox and the cat. And, spoiler alert, it ended with Pinocchio's death at the hand of his tempters, providing a
warning to those children who were not obedient to their parents or striving towards good moral behavior.
(1567) $4,500

Alcoholism, abuse, and strife shape a young woman’s home as she tries to embark on her own
life
4. [Diary] Beatrice E. Smither .
One year in the life of a young woman, educated, socially active, and employed
in the years following suffrage.
[Richmond, VA]: 1925. One year diary bound by Fidelity and Deposit Company
of Richmond. Comprised of 271 pages handwritten by Beatrice E. Smither, a
young woman working in a law firm five years after the 19th Amendment's
passage. The majority of passages are written in longhand, with scattered
shorthand throughout. Beatrice's daily diary reveals an incredibly active life, and
gives a strong sense of the kind of independence that women of her generation
were experiencing.
Employed in Richmond, Virginia at the law firm of Williams and Mullen (founded 1909 and still operating),
Beatrice Smithers is the embodiment of a flapper. Throughout the year of 1925, she reports daily on her work
at the law firm (where she frequently stays til 6:00 or later), on meetings of her multiple church and civic clubs,
and on her romances with two men, Cy and George, who rival for her affection. She even reports on political
events such as board, local, and presidential elections in which she participates. The diary is clearly a safe space
for her, where she can sort out ideas and emotions. "Quite busy at work today," she reports on January 5,
"Lunch at noon with Mae Burton - at night trying to work up some plan for Junior Council Meeting - Cy talks
to me early - does not bring me home from work - John D. calls me up and wants me to attend a meeting of
the Sunday Night Club." In entries like these, we get a sense of the busy rhythm of Beatrice's days. In others,
we get a sense of her ability to manage and lead groups, and how seriously she takes community engagement.
"Leave office at 5:25 to ride up...to Public Library & look over same & I take out our membership card to get
a book for my Sunday leading exercise -- Mae brings me home & I work for awhile on preparing to lead Sunday
morning exercises," she reports on January 22. We also get regular glimpses into Beatrice's private life and her
family. "Dear Diary," she writes on February 18, "As if we are not all worried enough to kill us with father's
craziness, drunk nearly all the day since he got back from Westbrook, I had to turn my ankle while walking."
The next day, "Father home - who is again, as usual, drunk with liquor and not himself." The addiction issues
in her family drive Beatrice to pursue financial independence -- and to think seriously about her choice of a
mate, as she debates between Cy "so dear and devilish" and George "so sweet and faithful.” There are even
entries that cryptically suggest she had a pregnancy scare or was using the rhythm
method to avoid it: "Menstruation begins" (October 8) and "Menstruation ends"
(Oct 14), the only two such in the whole book. A densely packed manuscript
with research potential including but not limited to women's employment history,
gender studies post-suffrage, literature, the history of reading, the history of social
and civic clubs in America, the history of tourism, paleography, family addiction
and mental illness, and sexuality. (3070)
$1,350
A young man’s personal journey, which helps him discover a more diverse notion of “family”
5. Dickens, Charles.
The Personal History of David Copperfield (with Signature).
London: Bradbury & Evans, 1850. First edition. Bound by Bayntun in full red
polished calf, Dickens' portrait stamped in gilt on the front board, blue and green
morocco spine labels, all edges gilt, marbled end papers. Tipped in to the first
blank is an envelope signed by Charles Dickens. Internal contents are in excellent

condition, clean and bright. Slight wear to the outer joint of the front board, still holding well. A lovely copy of
one of Dickens' best, and his most autobiographical novel.
"David Copperfield has always been among Dickens' most popular novels and was his own 'favorite child.' The
work is semi-autobiographical and although the title character differed from his creator in many ways, Dickens
used him to relate early personal experiences that had meant much to him -- his work in a factory, his schooling,
and his emergence from parliamentary reporting into successful novel writing" (Britannica). Like many of
Dickens' novels, David Copperfield uses an individual, tracing his widening system of relationships as he moves
through life, to explore the interconnectedness of humans, the way race, gender, and class can affect their paths,
and the degree to which we have free-will. Near Fine. (3315)
$3,950

Urging parental anxiety about raising children within strict binary gender roles
6. [Evelyn, John] J.E., Esq.
The Golden Book of St. John Chrysostom, Concerning the Education of Children.
Translated out of the Greek.
London: B.M. for G. Bedel and T. Collins, 1659. First edition. Twelvemo measuring
90 x 140mm (pages). Collates complete: [48], 90, [6]. Internally a pleasing copy,
trimmed a bit close along the header but always retaining the page number and running
titles. Small closed tear to lower margin of A6; some light marginal soiling on occasion,
not affecting text. Several examples of contemporary ink marginalia and manicules.
Finely bound in full red morocco with gilt to spine and boards; all edges gilt. Marbled
endpapers. Bookplates of John Lawson and Anthony Fair to front pastedown. A scarce
and early work on the social education, the present is the only copy on the market.
ESTC records 12 copies, with only five of those in North America.
Grieving over the loss of his eldest son, famed diarist and social commentator John
Evelyn turned to translation and study for consolation. The result of his efforts was
The Golden Book, a tract encouraging parents to take a strong hand in their children's educations from infancy.
Notably, these educations are less academic than social. Evelyn draws on the preaching of St. John Chrysostom,
an early Archbishop of Constantinople who supported strong authority in church and family. And the present
work's approach to gender in education is at times touched by Chysostom's own anxieties about the sexes as
well as contemporary debates about fashion and sexuality in the Caroline court. Of particular concern to Evelyn
is what he perceives as the increasing vanity and feminization of boys. "O vain man! Why dost thou instruct
thy child, as yet free from this madnesse, in these trifles?...He hath no need of gold. And thou dost nourish him
a lock of hair behind his ear like a Girle, effeminating thy son even from the very cradle. Softening thus the
vigor of his sex...If a man weareth his hair long it is a shame unto him." In regard to girls, he complains against
their rising independence and disregard of authority. "A maid when in her mother's chamber she hath learned
to long for these various tires and ornaments of women becomes impertinent to her husband, and very
troublesome." Early and reinforced education of both is critical to avoiding the defiance of traditional gender
expectations. A conduct tract that speaks to educating children into socially acceptable roles, rather than a text
emphasizing classical learning. ESTC R10323. (3333)
$8,500

Family as the source of rejection, anxiety, and loneliness
7.
Kafka, Franz.
Die Verwandlung [The Metamorphosis].
Leipzig: Kurt Wolff, 1915. First edition. Cream-colored wrappers with folding flaps,
front cover with Ottomar Starke's famous charcoal drawing of a man clutching his
head in front of an open door (reminiscent of Edvard Munch's "The Scream").
Greenish-grey endpapers. Some minor creasing to bottom of spine. Small
discoloration to lower left corner of front wrapper. Overall, a near fine copy of the
very scarce first edition of Kafka's most famous novel. Only a thousand copies were
printed. Housed in custom box.
“Written between November 17 and December 7, 1912 during the fit of creative
passion that also saw the birth of Das Urteil [The Judgement] and the first chapter
of Der Verschollen (Der Heizer) [(The Stoker)]…This ‘exceptionally repulsive story’
is the most sustained work of fiction published during Kafka’s lifetime and the one
with which his name is most profoundly associated in the common consciousness: it
is the story of Gregor Samsa’s transformation into a giant insect. The strange allegory
of alienation—from the self, from one’s very body, from the family, and by analogy from society, the state and
the whole of mankind—is one of the defining works of the twentieth-century consciousness. In his critical
hierarchy of the great prose works of the Twentieth Century, Vladimir Nabokov rates Die Verwandlung second
behind only James Joyce’s Ulysses” (The Breon Mitchell Collection of the Works of Franz Kafka). Dietz 25.
Wronski, Kafka 12. Near Fine. (1658)
$12,500
A Southern coming-of-age emphasizing a girl's lonely desire -- and ultimate inability -- to belong
8. McCullers, Carson.
The Member of the Wedding.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1946. First edition. Near Fine book in VG+ jacket. Original yellow
publisher's cloth binding. Faint offsetting to front and rear pastedowns. Front hinge a bit
tender. Jacket bright and pleasing, unclipped with original price of $2.50 to front flap. Spine
slightly sunned. Some chips along the top of the front panel and extremities of spine; rubbing
to corners. Some shelfwear along the top of the rear panel. In all a pleasing copy.
Living in a communal house in Brooklyn, Carson McCullers was exposed to a world almost
too literary to be true. "Paul and Jane Bowles, Gypsy Rose Lee, W.H. Auden, and Benjamin
Britten all slept at the house regularly. And it was during her time there, after a boozy
Thanksgiving dinner, that McCullers had a sudden epiphany about the central concept of the
book, which tells of a 12 year old girl Frankie, who is so in love with her brother Jarvis and his new wife Janice
that she thinks she can join them on their honeymoon" (The Guardian). It is now compared in turns with The
Catcher in the Rye and A Tree Grows in Brooklyn for its depiction of coming-of-age. "For all inconsequential
misery Frankie bemoans in her life, there's a real sense of unhappiness underlying it. Her father is absent, her
mother died giving birth to her, World War II is a malevolent hum in the background, and there's a reference

to a mysterious boy called Barney who has shown her an 'unknown sin'" (The Guardian). Some have found
much of McCullers' own loneliness and desire to belong tucked into the novel's pages; even more have found
some part of themselves. (3320) $800

Hannah More's scarce abolitionist poem, placing readers within Yamba's tragic first-person
narrative of enslavement
9.
[More, Hannah].
The Sorrows of Yamba; or, The Negro Woman's Lamentation.
London and Bath: Sold by J. Marshall, Printer to the Cheap Repository..and S.
Hazard, [1795]. First edition. Single sheet in three columns, including one
woodcut. Measures 430 x 280 mm. Light edgewear and faint toning at central
fold; small stain to lower right corner not affecting text. Printed in 1795 by the
Cheap Repository, this broadside edition of the work was released in the same
year as the 12 page chapbook, which is also rare. Additional and more
institutionally common versions of the broadside appear in ESTC with varying
numbers of columns and woodcuts, with no clear priority assigned. A beautiful
copy of this scarce abolitionist text by infamous Bluestocking Hannah More.
The only copy on the market, ESTC reports only 1 institutionally held copy of
this issue, located at the Bodleian.
A followup to More's 1788 abolitionist poem Slavery, The Sorrows of Yamba
is a first-person narrative of one woman's capture and enslavement. Because
the lyric poem was designed to be sung, More has created a situation where
readers not only hear of Yamba's tragic separation from home and family, but they also use their own voices
to express her sorrow. The effect urges even the most insensitive reader to tap into their own emotions, to
realize the humanness of enslaved people, and to move toward change. "Born on Afric's Golden Coast, Once
I was as blest as you; Parents tender I could boast, Husband dear and Children too," Yamba cries. More's
narrative is a strategic piece of activist rhetoric that encourages white Englishmen and women to form a vocal
connection and to see similarities between themselves and others, regardless of national or racial difference.
Yet unlike More's earlier work, The Sorrows of Yamba takes a decidedly conservative turn; as the character
traces her move from her home in Africa, to foreign shores and the whip of a cruel master, her encounter with
an English missionary and his Bible teach her comfort and the promise that even if she never sees her family
in this life, goodness will allow her to find them again in the next. An important and scarce work of activism.
ESTC N71725. Spinney 42a. Fine. (4130)
$7,500

Acknowledging the potential loneliness of wifehood, a mother urges her daughters to find "an
intelligent friend
...and cultivate an interest in reading"
10. [Mrs. Peddle].
Rudiments of Taste in a Series of Letters from a Mother to Her Daughters. To which
are added, Maxims Addressed to Young Ladies.
Philadelphia: William Spotswood, 1790. First American edition. Contemporary calf
with gilt to spine. Square and tight, measuring 120 x 75mm. Contemporary ownership
signature of Rebecca Lincoln of Worcester to both endpapers. Small spot to title page.
Light scattered foxing and toning throughout, although less than expected for an
imprint of the time. Else clean and unmarked. Collating iv, 83, [84-86], 140: complete,
including adverts and both titles. Nearly as scarce as the London first edition of the
previous year (which has never come to auction and is reported at only 4 institutions),
the present American first is listed only four times in the modern auction record (1976,
1983, 1989, and 2015) and is listed at only 7 libraries. It is the only copy on the market.
A surprising mixture of conservative and progressive advice to daughters maturing
into womanhood, Rudiments of Taste gives insight into a moment of cultural flux. Framed as a loving mother
giving guidance to those female children she loves, it captures, in one sense, the constricted realities and socioeconomic dependency of wife-and-motherhood. "Habituate yourself to that way of life most agreeable to the
person to whom you are united...If he should prefer the country during your earlier years, a period when
diversions are most attractive, it may first be painful; you may be sensible of your privation...Make choice then
of such amusements as will attach him to your company; study such occupations as will render you of
consequence to him--such as the management of his fortune and the conduct of his house...Should he be
neglectful of his family interests, supply his place with redoubled efforts." Subsumed under a husband's identity,
the mother acknowledges, a wife does not lose her own self; she only must appear to in order to preserve and
protect her status and her offspring. Yet in other ways, Mrs. Peddle's book assists women in finding engagement
beyond their marriages. "A virtuous and intelligent friend is perhaps the most valuable acquisition a young
person can make; but as one of this description may never fall to your lot, supply the want thereof as best you
can with books. By all means, cultivate a taste for reading." Female community and literacy offer an escape
from the limited domestic world. Participating in a wider and very popular didactic trend, Rudiments of Taste
reveals the shifting of culture, as women grew more outspoken about
the limitations placed on them and their children.
ESTC W22030. (3938) $1,650
An anti-hero also defies norms of motherhood and family
11.
Thackeray, William Makepeace.
Vanity Fair.
London: Bradbury & Evans, 1848. First edition. An attractive, finely
bound copy of the author's defining work. Mixed issue with the
heading on p. 1 in standard type (not rustic), but with the illustration
of "the marquis of Steyne" on p. 336 (later suppressed). Illustrated by
the author in 40 steel engraved plates and numerous woodcuts
throughout the text. In a sturdy, modern quarter leather binding over
marbled boards. Raised bands and gilt title on the spine. Contents
leaves and list of plates with tearing near the gutter, some loss of text.

Internal contents generally Very Good with moderate to heavy foxing on the plates.
Considered by its author to be a novel without a hero, Vanity Fair follows the path of the social climbing Becky
Sharp as she seeks to improve her position within the Victorian social strata. One of literature's most important
early iterations of the female anti-hero, Miss Sharp helped to expose the truth that women were not merely
domesticated angels but could be just as ambitious and driven as their male counterparts; and her foil Amelia
reveals that even an apparent paragon of femininity was imperfect. A contemporary reviewer noted
"Thackeray’s theory of characterization proceeds generally on the assumption that the acts of men and women
are directed not by principle but by instincts...There is not a person in the book who excites the reader's respect,
and not one who fails to excite his interest. The morbid quickness of the author's perceptions of the selfish
element, even in his few amiable characters, is a constant source of surprise. The novel not only has no hero,
but implies the non-existence of heroism" (Contemporary Atlantic Monthly review). A literary tour de force,
transformed into a popular film starring Reese Witherspoon. Very Good. (2517)
$950

Placing responsibility on men for the rise of secularism and atheism, and using
Gothic narrative to draw them back to virtue
12. [West, Mrs. Jane].
The Infidel Father (in 3 vols).
London: Printed by A. Strahan, 1802. First edition. Bound ca. 1802
by Jacques of Chichester (with his binders ticket on the front pastedown of volume one) in quarter calf over marbled boards with
vellum tips. Smooth spines decoratively tooled in gilt with a 'feather'
design, red morocco labels lettered in gilt (label on volume two
replaced). Light wear to joints and spine extremities, still an excellent
and untouched (apart from one spine label) set in its original
'provincial' binding. Three small octavo volumes (159 x 101 mm.)
collating iv, 306 pp; [ii, blank], iii-viii, 345, [1, advertisements] pp; iv,
346. A difficult book to find in nice condition, from an important
didactic writer whose works engaged with Mary Wollstonecraft and
inspired Jane Austen.
Jane West, who published as both Prudentia Homespun and Mrs. West, was an English novelist, poet,
playwright, and writer of conduct literature and educational tracts. More conservative than some of the women
writers she engaged with, West was nevertheless an advocate for expanding education for women. Despite
promoting domesticity and traditional feminine ideals in her texts, West did not entirely practice the lifestyle
she preached. Publicly visible, financially successful, and politically outspoken, "she was not above selfpromotion and exploiting the media of the day; by 1800 there seems to have been a conscious campaign to
obtain a wider audience for her," and among her readers she could count Queen Charlotte and Jane Austen
(ODNB).
The Infidel Father is a prime example of West stepping outside the narrow arena she prescribed for women, as
she engages directly in religious debates, using her tangled Gothic narrative to decry the rising acceptance of
secularism and atheism in England. Following Lord Glanville, a man of questionable morals, as he drags those
around him into schemes, seductions, suicide and scandal, The Infidel Father's storyline is "subordinate to its
larger aim" of proving Christian superiority. Yet rather than placing responsibility for social and familial morality
on women, as was so commonly done, West sets the weight on men's shoulders; and she claimed that men's
failures of "vanity, extravagance, and self-importance" actually "threatened sound sense, decent propriety, and
manly virtues of this most important portion of the community." NCBEL III, 772. (3826) $1,850

A personal narrative of intra-familial class difference, marital strife, female
communities, and their impact on a young woman's life
13.
[Women's Social History] Julia Edmunds Middaugh.
A young woman candidly narrates her family's history, taking control
of her own origin story in the face of loss and instability.
[Michigan]: [1913]. Pebbled cloth ledger measuring 8 x 10 inches, with
boards rubbed and spine largely perished. Two contemporary black
and white photos loosely inserted at rear with subjects unidentified.
Comprised of a total of 200 manuscript pages in two hands -- 11
pages in the hand of Elijah W. Middaugh and the remaining 189 pages
in the hand of his daughter, Julia Edmunds Middaugh. Both leave
their ownership inscriptions on the front endpaper, with the latter
notating that her writing picks up in 1913. A candid, poetic, and at
times heartbreaking family history, the present manuscript reveals a
young woman grappling with her place in the world, and seeking to
create a sense of order in her own life by understanding and exerting narrative control over the unstable
relationship of her parents.
Elijah, affectionately called "Lege" by Julia later in the notebook, was born into privilege as the son of a
prominent Gross Pointe family. Educated at the University of Michigan and Harvard, he also was under the
tutelage of private instructors during a stretch in Europe. Disappointing the hopes of his own father, a
businessman, he did not take to the workforce with aplomb. He struggled to maintain himself by selling travel
stories and reports to the Detroit Free Press and was fiscally irresponsible. Initially, his marriage to the working
class widow Juddie Palmer Kelso, seemed promising. The owner of a shop in Paw Paw Lake, she seemed to
provide the industriousness Elijah lacked. According to Julia, "the first years of their lives were the happiest."
She and her brother were born, and her parents "bought a King 8 car and went traveling." Indeed, this King 8
features prominently in Elijah's opening narrative, wherein he records "My trip in a King Auto from Michigan
to San Francisco." From its opening, one gleans that Julia's later story is a mixture of fact and father worship.
Lege writes, "It was said by that great & good man Emerson that travel is the fool's paradise. Without desiring
to offer my own experience in proof of this, I may state that I have always found pleasure in traveling." And
he scorns those travelers who do not get swept up in the romance of the road, focusing instead on "how fast
we could travel, how much it cost per mile." Of course, the trip in the end did cost the family greatly, financially
and otherwise. Julia's longer narrative contains multiple harrowing incidents. And while she at times praises
her mother (at one point, she says Juddie has "more enterprise and natural courage (commonly called guts) than
any woman I know") she frankly sees Juddie's lower class background as the root of her parents' problems and
the ultimate reason for their divorce. Her father, meanwhile, she glorifies. Rather than focus on his failings as
such, she creates a hero's arc for him. He failed in business because "he was cut out to be a poet" rather than a
captain of industry -- and it was a mark of his own superiority. Indeed, she writes, "he had a better education
and his branch of the human race was a little more cultural." After her parents' split and her mother gaining
custody, Julia remarks "without father things just weren't the same."
Notably, it is the women and the female communities Julia encounters in life that provide support and stability.
She recounts that after a family house fire, her father's sister Clara takes the family into her Gross Pointe home.
After her parents’ divorce, when Clara discovers "mother and two dirty little kids with a forlorn story, she said
at once, Juddie, you'll have to come out with me." It is Clara, and later the sisters in a convent where Julia goes
to be educated, that give the young woman space to process her family pains and reflect on how they shape her
selfhood. (3478) $1,950

A young woman oversees laborers, social visits, and reports on community
celebrations and losses
14. [Women's Social History] Amanda L. Rockefeller.
A single woman manages the family household, documenting
its activities across five years.
Glenco Mills, New York: 1880-1885. Quarter sheep over
marbled boards, measuring 8 x 10 inches with scuffing to
extremities. Ownership signature of Amanda L. Rockefeller,
Glenco New York to the front endpaper. Comprised of 354
densely written pages documenting the daily comings-andgoings at her father Jonas W. Rockefeller's house, where she
would eventually take over the duties of hostess following her
mother Jane's death ten years later. Census records for Glenco
show that by 1910, she remained single and had even taken over
as head over household following her father's death. But in the
period documented in the present caller diary, Amanda was in
her mid 20s, learning how to schedule the family's social calendar, manage relationships with tradesmen, and
document major life events in her community.
At the time of Amanda's diary, the hamlet of Glenco Mills "contained a good flouring mill, saw-mill, several
large shops, a neat chapel of the Methodist Church, and about eighty inhabitants" including a sheriff, deputy,
postmaster, and practicing physician (Ellis, 1878). The Rockefeller family owned land and ran a thriving
household. Amanda's social diary is rich with information about local inhabitants' visits -- including numerous
single and married women coming to share news, exchange sewing and knitting, and generally keep her
company. Many names, including Anne E. Moffat, Lizzie Haynor, and Kate Hofner are regulars to the house
and appear to live close by. Others, Amanda marks with the place of their residence (New York, Dryden, and
towns in Virginia and Ohio are common); these give a sense of how relationships might spread geographically
through Jonas' business and trading, through women in the family marrying and moving to new locales, and
through travel to resorts or tourist destinations. Amanda is diligent, documenting not only friends and callers
coming through each day, but also tradesmen and laborours. On a regular basis, men call for her father on
business. In general it's also clear that the house and property require regular maintenance; but a rush of visitors
labeled as masons, carpenters, drapers, tinners, and painters in 1885 suggest major overhauls to the home. In
each case, their names and jobs are listed. Further research could be done into the nature of such renovations
and the economic impact it had locally. In this sense, her lists give readers an indirect sense of where her family
fits within the wider community -- suggesting that her family was quite prominent and successful (we have been
unable to find a direct connection to the John D. Rockefellers).
Closely tied to those around her, Amanda also documents communal losses. "Died in Green Port of typhoid
pneumonia, Peter Hoffman sick 3 days, aged 82" she reports on March 15, 1883. "Died in Hudson of scarlet
fever, Maud, daughter of Nelson Boucher, Aged 7 years" she writes later that year on April 27. "Died in Pittfield,
Massachusetts of Diptheria, Mrs. Emma Thrad, wife of William Adams, aged 19 years," she adds in 27 May,
1883. Such reports are frequent, and she adds in the following weeks mention of funerals, condolence calls,
and related visits to families. These reports can help researchers learn more about the spread of disease in such
communities, about community and individual responses, and to the degree they were affecting certain gender
or age groups. Indeed, while many men die, the reports seem skewed toward women and girls -- perhaps
because of Amanda's own relationships to them, perhaps because they were most vulnerable at the time.
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